GAC Advice Response Form for Applicants

The Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC) has issued advice to the ICANN Board of
Directors regarding New gTLD applications. Please see Section IV, Annex I, and Annex II
of the GAC Beijing Communique for the full list of advice on individual strings, categories
of strings, and strings that may warrant further GAC consideration.
Respondents should use this form to ensure their responses are appropriately tracked
and routed to the ICANN Board for their consideration. Complete this form and submit
it as an attachment to the ICANN Customer Service Center via your CSC Portal with the
Subject, “[Application ID] Response to GAC Advice” (for example “1-111-11111
Response to GAC Advice”). All GAC Advice Responses must be received no later than
23:59:59 UTC on 10-May-2013.
Respondent:
Applicant Name
Application ID
Applied for TLD (string)

Travelers TLD, LLC
1-1895-33687
.travelersinsurance

Response:
Introduction
Travelers TLD, LLC (“Travelers TLD”), the new gTLD applicant for the .travelersinsurance string,
writes to address the Safeguard Advice that was issued by the Governmental Advisory
Committee (GAC) on April 11, 2013 against .travelersinsurance. See Beijing GAC Communiqué,
Annex 1 at 8-9 ("Beijing Communiqué"). Travelers previously responded to a GAC Early Warning
issued by the Australian Government for the .travelersinsurance string with a letter dated
February 17, 2013, and responded to the Beijing Communiqué in letters dated May, 2, 2013 (all
such letters to be sent to ICANN under separate cover for ICANN’s reference) (“GAC Letters”).
As described in these letters, and below, Travelers TLD believes that the .travelersinsurance
string is branded and specific to its parent company's insurance offerings and services and is not
a generic term, thus, the string should not have been included on the list of financial strings
requiring certain consumer protection safeguards. Our hope is that this letter will (1) clarify the
nature and purpose of the .travelersinsurance TLD; (2) reveal the distinct differences between
.travelersinsurance and the other new gTLD strings listed under Category 1 of the Annex to the
Beijing Communiqué; (3) convince the ICANN Board that .travelersinsurance was placed on the
Category 1 list in error; and (4) cause the Board to conclude that the additional safeguards now
being recommended by the GAC for .travelersinsurance are unwarranted.
GAC Safeguard Advice for .Travelersinsurance
The Beijing Communiqué states that "strings that are linked to regulated or professional sectors
… are likely to invoke a level of implied trust from consumers, and carry higher levels of risk
associated with consumer harm." Beijing Communiqué at 8. For these reasons, the GAC
recommends that the ICANN Board apply a number of safeguards to .travelersinsurance, as the
string relates to consumer protection, sensitive strings and/or a regulated market sector.
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.Travelersinsurance Does Not Belong on the List
The Travelers Indemnity Company ("Travelers"), the parent company of Travelers TLD, is an
insurance company and, through its affiliated Travelers companies, has global operations and a
long history dating back to 1864. With more than 30,000 employees, Travelers is a leading
provider of property casualty insurance for auto, home and business in the United States and
selected international markets, including North and South America, Europe and Asia. Travelers
serves millions of customers, meeting insurance needs in more than 90 countries throughout its
network of insurers. A component of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (symbol: TRV), the
company generated revenues of approximately $26 billion in 2012. See Travelers website at
http://www.travelers.com.
As discussed in the GAC Letters, it is critical to clarify that the .travelersinsurance string refers to
a specific brand name in which Travelers has well established trademark rights. Specifically,
Travelers has registrations world-wide in the "Travelers" and "Travelers"-formative marks
relating to the insurance and financial goods and services it provides. By way of example,
"Travelers" is a registered mark in the United States, Canada, Switzerland, the European Union,
Singapore, Vietnam, and Bolivia. In addition, registrations for formative marks that include the
term "Travelers" can be found in Australia, the United States, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
the European Union, China, India, Japan and Brazil. An example of Travelers' registered
composite mark - e.g., the word "Travelers" along with the Umbrella design is shown in
numerous websites around the world, including but not limited to, at www.travelers.com;
www.travelerscanada.ca; www.travelers.co.uk; www.travelers.ie; and www.travelers.com.sg.
The use of the word Travelers in "Travelers insurance" is (as mentioned above) a trademarked
brand of an insurance company (i.e., Travelers) that provides a broad range of insurance
products and services. As described in the GAC Letters, it is also critical to clarify that “Travelers
insurance” is not a generic term, nor should it be equated to travel insurance (i.e., the common
generic string for a broad market sector of "insurance of travel," "insurance for travelers," or
"insurance for people traveling"). Rather, it is a famous brand (i.e., Travelers) plus a generic
term (insurance) that describes the industry in which the brand operates as a famous mark. A
perusal of the financial strings listed under Category 1 of the Beijing Communiqué reveals purely
generic terms, such as .insurance, .insure, .lifeinsurance, .carinsurance, .bank, .financial,
.finance, .fund, .loans and .market. Similarly, all the other strings listed in the various
subcategories of the Category 1 list (and even Category 2) are also purely generic terms. The
.travelersinsurance string, on the other hand, is the only string on the list comprised of a
combination of a generic term for the products Travelers provides (i.e., insurance products) and
its well-established trademark rights to the "Travelers" brand in the insurance market. Stated
another way, it is unlike any of other strings listed in Category 1 of the Beijing Communiqué, and
is thus misplaced in this category.
It is unwarranted and inconsistent to single out .travelersinsurance as the only .brand-related
string to make the list of new gTLD strings requiring additional safeguards. Moreover, the lone
fact that the .travelersinsurance string “includes” a generic term (i.e., “insurance”) that relates
to a regulated market sector should not be sufficient to warrant its inclusion on the list. If it
were, then all strings meeting that criteria would need to be added to the Category 1 list, such
as, .hdfcbank, .lplfinancial, .softbank, and guardianmedia -- all of which would surely qualify as
"financial" or "intellectual property" strings and also require implementation of these additional
safeguards. The .travelersinsurance string is no different from these strings, in that they all are
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.brand-related strings for closed or restricted TLDs, and all are comprised of the combination of
a generic term and a brand specific name.
Furthermore, keeping the .travelersinsurance string on this list could suggest to the new gTLD
community that there is a specific concern about this .brand-related application that does not
exist with other similar .brand-related applications. Such an impression, even if mistaken, could
disadvantage Travelers and its .travelersinsurance application to its detriment, as compared to
other brand-insurance, brand-bank, brand-finance, or any other brand-generic string. In
addition, this inconsistency creates uncertainty for other .brand-industry related strings
regarding whether ICANN will decide to impose additional safeguards on them at a later date.
While Travelers TLD respects and shares the GAC's concerns over strings, such as those relating
to the insurance sector, that invoke a level of implied trust from consumers and thus carry
higher levels of risk associated with consumer harm, Travelers maintains that it should not be
held to a more stringent standard than similarly situated new gTLD applicants for other .brandrelated strings. For all of these reasons, Travelers encourages and requests that the ICANN
Board find that the GAC safeguard advice issued against .travelersinsurance was either made in
error or is unwarranted.
GAC Discussions
Travelers TLD has articulated the concerns recited herein with several GAC members, including
Peter Nettlefold, Suzanne Radell, and Heather Dryden, and has received an initial indication
from some members that there may be inconsistencies in the list, especially as it relates to this
string. Travelers TLD believes that ICANN and the GAC have a vested interest in treating similar
applications in a similar and consistent way, yet this cannot be the case if .travelersinsurance
remains on the GAC list.
Furthermore, including .travelersinsurance on the list creates a significant issue of inconsistency
and ambiguity regarding how to interpret and implement the Beijing Communiqué. Accordingly,
Travelers TLD encourages and requests that ICANN ask the GAC to clarify how it arrived at such
a decision so that ICANN and all gTLD applicants with “brand-generic” strings will know with
certainty how to interpret and implement the Beijing Communiqué. Clear and consistent
implementation of the Beijing Communiqué is essential to having a robust and non-arbitrary
system for protecting the public and preserving competition in the DNS space.
Travelers' Commitment
Finally, Travelers TLD respects the concerns of the GAC regarding new gTLDs. Travelers is
generally supportive of the application of the six safeguards that the GAC has advised should
apply to all new gTLDs. Beijing Communiqué at 7. These six safeguards should help to mitigate
abuse and consumer harm and preserve the public’s confidence and trust in the Doman Name
System and the Internet in general. Further, while Travelers TLD believes that
.travelersinsurance should be removed from Category 1, it remains fully committed to operating
this registry in a manner that complies with ICANN’s mandate of fostering competition,
diversity, security and stability in the DNS space, while also making strides to enhance and
expand the Travelers brand.
We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to provide the ICANN Board with this response to the
Beijing Communiqué and hope our comments have been helpful and will lead to the removal of
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.travelersinsurance from the GAC’s list. We would be happy to provide you with any other
information needed on the above issues and concerns.

Brian J. Winterfeldt
202 429 6260 direct
202 261 7547 fax
bwinterfeldt@steptoe.com
1330 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1795
202 429 3000 main
www.steptoe.com

February 17, 2013

VIA EMAIL to Peter.Nettlefold@dbcde.gov.au
Mr. Peter Nettlefold
Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
Manager – Internet Governance, IPND and Numbering Team
GPO Box 2154 Canberra ACT 2601

RE:

Australia Early Warning on .TRAVELERSINSURANCE
Application ID: 1-1895-33687

Dear Mr. Nettlefold:
On behalf of our client Travelers TLD, LLC (“Travelers TLD”), we write to address the Early
Warning concerning .travelersinsurance issued by the Australian Government on November 20,
2012. We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the issue raised therein and hope that the
information we now provide will clarify the nature and purpose of the .travelersinsurance TLD.
Further, we hope that our explanation of the issue raised by the Australian Government will
reassure it of the propriety of the TLD and forestall further objection to Travelers TLD’s
proposed registry.
The Australian Early Warning
The Australian GAC Early Warning stated as follows, identifying its primary concerns as
potential competition issues arising out of operating .travelersinsurance as a “closed generic”:
The proposed string, .travelersinsurance, is a common generic term
relating to a market sector. Travelers TLD, LLC is proposing to
exclude any other entities, including potential competitors, from
using the TLD. Restricting common generic strings for the
exclusive use of a single entity could have unintended
consequences, including a negative impact on competition.
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As possible remediation steps, Australia recommended that Travelers TLD “specify criteria for
third party access to the TLD.” Further, said criteria “should be appropriate for the types of risk
associated with the TLD, and . . . not set anti-competitive or discriminatory conditions . . . .”
Australia also recommended that the criteria adopted form part of any binding contract entered
into with ICANN and be subject to oversight by ICANN.
Travelers’ Response
The Travelers Indemnity Company (“Travelers”), the parent company of Travelers TLD, is an
insurance company and, through its affiliated Travelers companies, has global operations and a
long history, dating back to 1864. With more than 30,000 employees, Travelers is a leading
provider of property casualty insurance for auto, home and business in the United States and
selected international markets, including North and South America, Europe and Asia. Moreover,
Travelers is able to meet insurance needs in more than 90 countries worldwide through its
network of insurers. A component of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (symbol: TRV), the
company generated revenues of approximately $26 billion in 2012. (See Travelers website at
www.travelers.com and global screen shots shown in Exhibit A hereto).
Travelers agrees that delegating purely generic strings that refer to highly regulated industries for
the exclusive use of a single entity (for example, .insurance) could raise anti-competitive
concerns, and potentially undermine the purpose and goals of the new gTLD program itself, i.e.,
to encourage diversity, promote competition, and enhance the utility of the DNS system. In fact,
Travelers has actively supported the efforts of the American Insurance Association (AIA) to
draw ICANN’s and the GAC’s attention to the problems inherent in the generic insurance-related
strings, such as .insurance, .insure, .carinsurance, and .autoinsurance, including through public
comments and outreach efforts. However, Travelers believes that the concern with purely
generic strings, and the related concern expressed by the Australian GAC in its Early Warning –
i.e., operating .travelersinsurance as a “closed generic” – it simply inapplicable to the proposed
Travelers TLD for the following reasons.
First, it is critical to clarify that the “.travelersinsurance” string refers to a specific brand name in
which Travelers TLD’s parent company, Travelers, has well established trademark rights. In
particular, Travelers has registrations world-wide in the “Travelers” and “Travelers”-formative
marks relating to the insurance and financial goods and services we provide. By way of
example, “Travelers” is a registered mark in the United States, Canada, Switzerland, the
European Union, Singapore, Vietnam, and Bolivia. Moreover, registrations for formative marks
that include the term “Travelers” can be found in Australia,1 the United States, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, the European Union, China, India, Japan, and Brazil. An example of Travelers’
registered composite mark in Australia is shown below:
1

In Australia, it has a registration for Travelers and its Umbrella design, reg. no.1228350.
In addition, it has registrations for Travelers Institute, reg. no. 1323924 in classes 35, 36 and 41,
and Travelers Championship, reg. no. 1186986 in Class 41.
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Therefore, this application does not represent an attempt to restrict access to a broader market
sector through a generic string. Travelers’ operation of the TLD will not preclude any other
insurance company from utilizing their own brand names in a TLD string. Other insurance
companies were able to apply for new gTLD strings that contain their brand name plus the
generic “insurance” term, and would be able to do so in any future TLD application rounds. To
be clear, nothing about the .travelersinsurance string closes out any other insurance company
from applying for its own TLD and/or from providing insurance services on the Internet, and
thus the TLD does not present competition issues.
Furthermore, because the TLD is comprised of the combination of a generic term for the
products Travelers provides (i.e., insurance services) and its well-established trademark rights to
the “Travelers” brand in that market, the TLD in no way narrows or closes the market to
competitors, and instead serves to better guide consumers to Travelers’ offerings, thus fulfilling
the ICANN goal of less confusion for Internet users.
Finally, the common generic string for the broad market sector of “insurance for travel”,
“insurance for travelers”, and “insurance for people traveling” is commonly referred to as “travel
insurance.” Exhibit B shows internet search results using www.google.com for these three
strings, all of which show “travel insurance” is the common industry term (i.e., generic string)
for this broad market sector. In addition, searches using Google-Australia and Google-UK
produce the same results, as also shown in Exhibit B. Conversely, the use of the word Travelers
in “Travelers insurance,” is (as mentioned above) a trademarked brand of an insurance company
(i.e., Travelers) that provides a broad range of insurance products and services.
For all of these reasons, Travelers hopes that Australia and other GAC nations will conclude that
remediation is unnecessary and that formal advice is unwarranted.
Travelers’ Commitment
Travelers TLD respects the concerns of the Australian Government, and appreciates this
opportunity to clarify, and it hopes, assuage any concerns Australia has. As set forth above,
Travelers TLD believes that the .travelersinsurance string is simply not anti-competitive or
generic, but rather, is branded and specific to Travelers’ products in a way that will be beneficial
to consumers.
Travelers TLD is committed to operating this registry in a manner that complies with ICANN’s
mandate of fostering competition, diversity, and security, while also making strides to enhance
and expand the Travelers brand. In this endeavor, Travelers TLD wants to ensure that your
concerns are fully and appropriately addressed and looks forward to your reply. Moreover, we
are happy to make members of the Travelers TLD team available for further discussion of this
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issue through whichever medium you prefer including, email, telephone, in-person meetings,
and/or video conference.
We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to provide you with these and any other requested
clarifications in advance of the issuance of GAC Advice.

Sincerely yours,

Brian J. Winterfeldt

cc: Gerald L. DePardo, Travelers
Enclosures:
Exhibit A – Sample of Travelers global website screen shots
Exhibit B – Internet search results

Exhibit A
Sample screen shots from Travelers global businesses

www.travelers.com

1

Travelers in Canada
www.travelerscanada.ca

2

Travelers in the UK
www.travelers.co.uk

3

Travelers Syndicate 5000 international relationships
through Lloyd’s of London
http://www.travelers.co.uk/iwcm/UKSyndicates/BusinessLines/GlobalProperty/index.html

4

Travelers Syndicate 5000 international relationships
through Lloyd’s of London
http://www.lloyds.com/lloyds/offices/asia/china/underwriting-divisions/travelers

5

Travelers in Singapore
www.travelers.com.sg

6

Travelers in Ireland
www.travelers.ie

7

Travelers in Brazil
http://www.jmalucelliseguradora.com.br/

8

Exhibit B
www.google.com search
“Insurance for travel”

1

www.google.com search
“Insurance for Travelers”

2

www.google.com search
“Insurance for people traveling”

3

Google – Australia search (www.google.com.au)
“Insurance for travelers”

4

Google – UK search (www.google.co.uk)
“Insurance for travelers”

5

Brian J. Winterfeldt
202 429 6260 direct
202 261 7547 fax
bwinterfeldt@steptoe.com
1330 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1795
202 429 3000 main
www.steptoe.com

May 2, 2013

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (SRadell@ntia.doc.gov)
Suzanne Radell
Senior Policy Advisor
United States Department of Commerce
National Telecommunications and Information Administration, #4701
Office of Internal Affairs
14th and Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20230
RE:

GAC Advice on .TRAVELERSINSURANCE
Application ID: 1-1895-33687

Dear Ms. Radell:
On behalf of our client Travelers TLD, LLC (“Travelers TLD”), we write to express our surprise
and disappointment that the .travelersinsurance string has been identified by the Governmental
Advisory Committee (“GAC”) as a financial string requiring additional safeguards. See Beijing
GAC Communiqué (“Beijing Communiqué”), Annex 1 at 9, attached hereto. Although
Travelers TLD had previously received a GAC Early Warning from Australia in connection with
this string, before the ICANN Beijing meeting, Travelers TLD had a productive conversation
with the Australian GAC Representative, Peter Nettlefold, and was optimistic that Mr. Nettlefold
understood the purpose and scope of the string and how it relates to Travelers Indemnity
Company’s (“Travelers”) global insurance brand. We have contacted Mr. Nettlefold and hope to
gain another audience with him to discuss the GAC’s safeguard advice on .travelersinsurance
and to obtain his assistance in getting it removed from the list of financial strings falling under
Category 1 of the Beijing Communiqué.
Our hope is that the .travelersinsurance string was mistakenly included on the list of Category 1
strings and that its removal will be an easy act. We would greatly appreciate the opportunity to
chat with you further about the proposed nature and purpose of the string, to explain the
differences between .travelersinsurance and the other strings in Category 1 requiring additional
safeguards, and to obtain your support in getting .travelersinsurance removed from the list.
Below, please find our explanation of how .travelersinsurance relates to Travelers TLD’s parent
company, Travelers, and is not a generic term. For a more detailed discussion, please see the
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letter that we wrote to Mr. Nettlefold in response to the Early Warning issued against
.travelersinsurance by the Australian Government. See Letter to Peter Nettlefold, dated February
17, 2013, attached hereto.
Travelers
Travelers is a leading provider of property casualty insurance for auto, home and business in the
United States and selected international markets, including North and South America, Europe
and Asia. The “.travelersinsurance” string refers to a specific brand name in which Travelers has
well established trademark rights. In particular, Travelers has registrations world-wide in the
TRAVELERS and TRAVELERS-formative marks relating to the insurance and financial goods
and services Travelers provides. By way of example, TRAVELERS is a registered mark in the
United States, Canada, Switzerland, the European Union, Singapore, Vietnam, and Bolivia.
Moreover, registrations for formative marks that include the term TRAVELERS can be found in
Australia,1 the United States, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the European Union, China,
India, Japan, and Brazil. An example of Travelers’ registered composite mark in Australia is
shown below:

The use of the word Travelers in “Travelers insurance,” is (as mentioned above) a trademarked
brand of an insurance company (i.e., Travelers) that provides a broad range of insurance products
and services and is not a generic term. In addition, as discussed in our February 17, 2013 letter,
“Travelers Insurance” is not a generic term as it is not equivalent to travel insurance. Thus, it is
dissimilar to any of the other strings lists under Category 1 of the Beijing Communiqué as all of
the other strings are purely generic terms.
Commitment and Request
Travelers TLD believes that the .travelersinsurance string is branded and specific to Travelers’
products and is not a generic term, and thus should be removed from Category 1. That said,
Travelers TLD is committed to operating this registry in a manner that complies with ICANN’s
mandate of fostering competition, diversity, and security, while also making strides to enhance
and expand the Travelers brand.
We would greatly appreciate your support on the matter and the opportunity to speak with you in
advance of May 10, 2013, when a response to the GAC’s Safeguard Advice must be submitted to
ICANN. We will, of course, make ourselves available at your earliest convenience through

1

In Australia, it has a registration for TRAVELERS and its Umbrella design, reg. no.
1228350. In addition, it has registrations for TRAVELERS INSTITUTE, reg. no. 1323924 in
classes 35, 36 and 41, and TRAVELERS CHAMPIONSHIP, reg. no. 1186986 in Class 41.
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whichever medium you prefer, including, an in-person meeting, email, telephone, and/or video
conference to discuss. Please let us know what date and time may work best for you.

We look forward to working with you in hopes of remedying this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Brian J. Winterfeldt

cc: Gerald L. DePardo, Esq.

Brian J. Winterfeldt
202 429 6260 direct
202 261 7547 fax
bwinterfeldt@steptoe.com
1330 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1795
202 429 3000 main
www.steptoe.com

May 2, 2013

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (Peter.Nettlefold@dbcde.gov.au)
Mr. Peter Nettlefold
Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
Manager – Internet Governance, IPND and Numbering Team
GPO Box 2154 Canberra ACT 2601
Australia

RE:

GAC Advice on .TRAVELERSINSURANCE
Application ID: 1-1895-33687

Dear Mr. Nettlefold:
On behalf of our client Travelers TLD, LLC (“Travelers TLD”), we write to express our surprise
and disappointment in the issuance of GAC Safeguard Advice against the .travelersinsurance
string. In the Beijing GAC Communiqué, .travelersinsurance is listed in Annex 1 under
Category 1, as a financial string requiring additional safeguards. See Beijing Communiqué at 9,
attached hereto. Our hope is that the .travelersinsurance string was listed in error under Category
1 and that the Australian Government will assist Travelers TLD in getting the string removed
from the list. As such, we would greatly appreciate the opportunity to chat with you again about
the proposed nature and purpose of the string, to explain the differences between
.travelersinsurance and the other strings in Category 1 requiring additional safeguards, and to
obtain your advice on how best to proceed in removing the GAC Advice issued against this
string. Below, please find our explanation of how .travelersinsurance relates to Travelers TLD’s
parent company, the Travelers Indemnity Company (“Travelers”), and is not a generic term, as
discussed in more detail in our letter to you dated February 17, 2013, attached hereto, and how
the string differs from other strings listed in the above-referenced section of the Beijing GAC
Communiqué.
Travelers
Travelers is a leading provider of property casualty insurance for auto, home and business in the
United States and selected international markets, including North and South America, Europe
and Asia. The “.travelersinsurance” string refers to a specific brand name in which Travelers has
well established trademark rights. In particular, Travelers has registrations world-wide in the
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TRAVELERS and TRAVELERS-formative marks relating to the insurance and financial goods
and services Travelers provides. By way of example, TRAVELERS is a registered mark in the
United States, Canada, Switzerland, the European Union, Singapore, Vietnam, and Bolivia.
Moreover, registrations for formative marks that include the term TRAVELERS can be found in
Australia,1 the United States, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the European Union, China,
India, Japan, and Brazil. An example of Travelers’ registered composite mark in Australia is
shown below:

The use of the word Travelers in “Travelers insurance,” is (as mentioned above) a trademarked
brand of an insurance company (i.e., Travelers) that provides a broad range of insurance products
and services and is not a generic term. In addition, as discussed in our February 17, 2013 letter,
“Travelers insurance” is not a generic term as it is not equivalent to travel insurance. Thus, it is
dissimilar to any other string listed under Category 1 of the Beijing GAC Communiqué as all of
the other strings listed are purely generic terms.
Commitment and Request
As previously stated, Travelers TLD believes that the .travelersinsurance string is branded and
specific to Travelers’ products and is not a generic term, and thus should be removed from
Category 1. That said, Travelers TLD is committed to operating this registry in a manner that
complies with ICANN’s mandate of fostering competition, diversity, and security, while also
making strides to enhance and expand the Travelers brand.
We would like to speak with you as soon as possible, and preferably before May 10, the deadline
for new gTLD applicants to submit a response to GAC Advice. We will make ourselves
available at your earliest convenience through whichever medium you prefer, including, email,
telephone, and/or video conference. Please let us know what date and time may work best for
you.
We look forward to working with you in hopes of remedying this matter.
Sincerely yours,

Brian J. Winterfeldt
cc: Gerald L. DePardo, Esq.
1

In Australia, Travelers has a registration for TRAVELERS and its Umbrella design, reg. no. 1228350. In
addition, it has registrations for TRAVELERS INSTITUTE, reg. no. 1323924 in classes 35, 36 and 41, and
TRAVELERS CHAMPIONSHIP, reg. no. 1186986 in Class 41.

